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Abstract
Blockchain applications have continuously improved ever since its first debut on cryptocurrency. From then on, its uses have
branched out from the financial realm, finding their way into numerous industries such as health, environmental, and govern-
mental. Businesses are starting to take advantage of the intrinsic traits that made blockchain so notorious into their operations,
such as security, integrity, and transparency. Blockchain’s versatility allows companies to cooperate on a shielded environment
with business partners safely. This paper details how permissioned blockchain networks can accommodate collaborative business
models securely to provide thriving business alliances. Examples of cooperative business models and business relationship
orientation are described here, as well as how they generate value when paired with permissioned blockchain networks - a more
business-oriented variety of blockchain. To support this study’s endeavors, business use cases are presented to highlight how
simple it is to put in place a permissioned blockchain to businesses to achieve tighter bonds with business partners. The use cases
contain particular goals that enterprises seek to accomplish by partnering up with other companies, as well as how, with the
employment of blockchain, they can attain them.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain technology has become more and more wide-
spread over the years after it revolutionized the way that mon-
ey can be traded, created, and earned. The words Bitcoin,
Ethereum and cryptocurrency are so often seen and heard on
the news that people are now used to those once unrecogniz-
able terms. The financial applications of blockchain are highly
regarded showcases that inevitably causes blockchain to be
considered a finance-oriented technology. Blockchain’s inher-
ent traits in security and data handling integrity are very en-
ticing for financial applications, but can easily be implement-
ed and taken advantage of by various other business sectors.
Any circumstance that would require a high level of trust

among parties or even a third party intermediate to validate
the interaction can benefit from blockchain’s trusted environ-
ment [22]. Granted blochchain’s versatility, it found its way
into energy [2], government [25], IoT [11], and even medical
[27] industries demonstrating its flexibility in numerous
scenarios.

As a distributed ledger technology (DLT), blockchain tech-
nology presents itself as a means to tighten bonds between
organizations and its customers by providing more data integ-
rity, security, and transparency for its services. Additionally,
permissioned blockchains have a unique knack for handling
business activities very well. With a more business-centered
attitude, permissioned blockchains enable organizations to
structure access levels for its members through valid creden-
tials. When this is achieved, an organization’s hierarchical
system can be installed on the blockchain to do business
through a safeguarded medium. Such a feature, which is only
available on permissioned blockchains, can be a useful tool
for companies to implement social responsibility. Naturally, it
is reasonable to contemplate the likelihood of building such an
application without adopting blockchain technologies.
Although possible, its technical complexity quickly reveals
itself a barrier. Blockchain grants, upon majority approval,
newcomers a swift integration into the network and so to the
data available in it. Security and integrity technicalities are not
a matter of contention when dealing with blockchain.
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Nakamoto’s first paper on peer-to-peer network [24], which
later became known as blockchain, cites how little effort is
required not only to set up a blockchain network but also how
easily nodes can join or leave the network at will, accepting
that the longest chain of blocks in it as proof of everything that
happened when they were absent.

Organizations can come together to provide new or better
services to their clients, adjusting their business models to
accommodate newfound strategies and opportunities.
Presented herein are use cases and examples on how differ-
ently related companies, whether vertically, horizontally or,
specially, diagonally related - which commonly do not have
predictable value creation - can join forces towards new busi-
ness horizons. This paper’s focus is to highlight how
blockchain can help bridge the trust gap among businesses
to consolidate potential partnerships and alliances, shedding
light on business opportunities and possibilities. Moreover,
this study also supports building a permissioned blockchain
environment where organizations can work alongside other
organizations to uphold a closer relationship through a candid
regime established through smart contracts, direct channels of
communications, and transparency due to the nature of dis-
tributed ledgers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents blockchain background information.
Related relevant work is discussed in Section 3. Section 4
characterizes business relationships and collaborative models
for a more thorough understanding of how blockchain can
generate value in different business situations. Section 5 con-
tains examples of use cases of blockchain applications using
two different collaborative models and finally, some thoughts
and remarks conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Background

To properly understand why blockchain is a secure and
safeguarded way to interact with other participants, its com-
prehension is in order. Terminologies and necessary comple-
mentary information on blockchain are reviewed to avoid
misinterpretation. Additionally, pertinent business blockchain
studies are also discussed here to support and justify this pa-
per’s endeavors.

Blockchain technology consists of recording the exchange
of information within a network where every user holds a
ledger with the records of every movement of every piece of
information [13]. Figure 1 illustrates what a sample
blockchain network would look like.

This information is exchanged in the form of authorized
transactions validated by the network users. An arbitrary num-
ber of transactions can then be packed along with an identifier
(by default, a hash), establishing a block of information. The
blocks are created with the sequential identifier of the previous

block and put into a chain of blocks. Once the block is placed
into the chain, its inner data become immutable and can no
longer be tampered with. Because every piece of information
inside the blocks has been previously approved by the major-
ity of users in the network, the data are regarded as legitimate
and trustworthy. This process is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 illustrates the primary blockchain modus
operandi. The technology is flexible enough to be tailored to
handle the desired information that is relevant to its users. In
other words, the ledgers on every user’s node will contain
information that is pertinent to the whole body of users.

– Permissionless Blockchain - The scenario depicted
above holds for permissionless, public blockchains.
Public blockchain networks allow virtually anyone to
join, participate, and access the information within them.
Granted, this type of blockchain is presumably large in
scale, and therefore to control its anonymous and
untrusted nodes, a consensus must be reached either
through the approval of a majority of users or through a
Proof of Work (PoW) [3]. The PoW is evidence that a
user has spent enough computational effort to validate its
transaction.

– Permissioned blockchain - Private, permissioned
blockchains are generally smaller in scale. In
permissioned blockchains, to join, one must hold a valid
certificate issued by an accredited entity in the network.
This normally means that an administrator node must
assign an identity for newcomers so that they are no lon-
ger anonymous, and other users/nodes can recognize their
actions on the blockchain. Permissioned blockchains act
as a semi-trusted setting [3], and because of that, consen-
sus can be reached differently than on permissionless,
public blockchains. Consensus on permissioned settings
is not as costly to achieve as on permissionless
blockchains since nodes are identifiable and trusted with-
in that network. No proof of work is required for the
nodes to invoke transactions. The only necessary verifi-
cation is the validity of the data within a node’s
transaction.

– Smart contracts - Smart contracts are, in a blockchain
frame of reference, code scripts stored within the
blockchain [6]. They are triggered autonomously and fun-
damentally by transactions in a structured way through-
out all the nodes in the network, conforming to the data
used by the triggering transaction. Figure 3 illustrates
how a smart contract execution process works. When
invoking a transaction that triggers a smart contract its
code will run in every node involved in the transaction,
executing the business logic that it was designated for.
Smart contracts enable a more fluid work flow by
prompting computational procedures on demand,
responding involved parties under a structured policy.
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By doing so, they allow a reduced number of trusted
intermediaries to be involved in parties’ transactions
while also minimizing accidental and erroneous
transactions.

3 Related work

Blockchain for enterprises is significantly on the rise. This is
confirmed by the quantity of papers on the topic published in
recent years as different applications using blockchain are
revealed. Hebert and Di Cerbo [12] outline a methodology
for businesses to better reap the benefits of using blockchain
in the private sector. It expresses the concerns and advantages
of using blockchain while drawing attention to how to mold
software architectures to achieve maximum business
blockchain efficiency. Various markets, financial and nonfi-
nancial, have become aware of blockchain benefits, and its
implementation has spread to seize newfound opportunities
[8].

Addressing healthcare, McGhin et al. [20] provide an ex-
tensive study and analysis of the blockchain scenario in
healthcare. It highlights not only the benefits blockchain de-
livers in that realm, but also opportunities not yet tackled in
that field, along with many challenges to implement the

technology into such a complex domain. Liang et al. [18]
highlight how permissioned blockchains have presented
themselves as a strong ally in dealing with healthcare issues,
given their enhanced data security and integrity. Due to the
sensitivity and privacy requirements of health data,
blockchain has become a powerful tool for safely collaborat-
ing and sharing data in this category.

In terms of financial and business data, Chua et al. [7] have
presented an example of how permissioned blockchains, spe-
cifically Hyperledger Fabric, can serve as a foundation for
business activities. It explains how a group of closely collab-
orative enterprises can gain quick access to data on a distrib-
uted ledger network such as a blockchain. In addition, the
study stresses how permissioned blockchains provide access
control over their data to enable interoperability among the
network’s participants. Lev-Ari et al. [16] focus on building
more trust among the blockchain’s participants by gearing
Hyperledger’s consensus protocol into a more fitting one for
financial instituions, where selfish behaviour is more promi-
nently present when trying to achieve utmost profit.

For government purposes, Allessie et al. [1] present a study
that shows how blockchain technology can reduce bureaucra-
cy, increase the efficiency of administrative processes and
increase the level of trust in public recordkeeping, even
though major breakthroughs regarding the usage of
blockchain for government have not occurred. Kirillov et al.
[14] makes a case for Hyperledger Fabric for e-voting. They

Fig. 1 A blockchain sample
network with business partners

Fig. 2 Blockchain: each block
contains an identifier hash
pointing to the previous block and
a package of transactions that
have taken place in the network
[6]
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propose an e-voting blockchain model to increase trust among
network participants. Again, the handling of sensitive data
such as government information demands a secure and reli-
able environment, one that blockchain can easily provide.

The examples portrayed above are just a few examples of
environments where a permissioned blockchain could be
helpful. As stated previously, social responsibility-focussed
blockchain applications are still scarce. Use of a blockchain
in support of a social cause was examined in Liu et al. [19],
where a blockchain was used to store carbon footprint emis-
sions in Taiwan. The immutability and irreversibility of
blockchain data provide a reliable window to check a
company’s carbon emissions, encouraging more compliant
behavior towards environmental regulations and hence to-
wards society overall.

As blockchain applications mature, more complex scenar-
ios can be tackled. On such trend, Li [17] focuses on a phil-
anthropic logistics platform that takes advantage of
blockchain’s high-profile transparency and credibility. Using
Ethereum, the study focused on implementing an application
geared towards social welfare maximization, a pertinent ex-
ample of a social responsibility targeted blockchain.

Blockchain geared towards social responsibility is contin-
uously increasing its popularity given social awareness
growth in society as general. Mukkamala et al.’s study [23]
outlines several opportunities and applications for blockchain
to enhance social business models in pursuit of maximizing its
societal impacts as well as their profits. United Nations
Research Institute for Social Development’s (UNRISD) work-
ing paper [26] highlights blockchain’s potential for creating
cooperation at scale with cooperative structures for financial
inclusion. Kouhizadeh and Sarkis study [15] discusses how
blockchain can help supply chains to be greener, reducing
waste and thus being more socially aware by providing in-
sights and use cases on the subject.

This article focuses on detailing how collaborative business
models can be implemented and potentially improved within
permissioned blockchain, given how adaptable the technology
is. Analogously, Chong et al. [5] paint the same view on a
different angle, showing how business models can be adjust-
ed, molded and re-imagined based on blockchain’s capabili-
ties. It emphasizes blockchain’s impact on existing business

models and, through careful and detailed review, analyzes
business cases for different companies to come up with
blockchain-specific business models. It proposes blockchain
business models as a result of harmonizing business theory
and practice, supplying its challenges and value creation for
each case.

Collaborative businesses follow an overall business model
that is generalized enough to fit broad categories of busi-
nesses. Di Ciccio et al. [10] draw attention to how model-
driven engineering can facilitate designing business processes
using blockchain. Platforms that assist implementing Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) process diagrams into
operational blockchain smart contracts are analysed. By doing
so, it is possible to consolidate multiple companies relation-
ships and operations with ease into a collaborative blockchain
network with minimal business logic loss. This enables col-
laborating companies to achieve tighter bonds through
blockchain.

The ideas presented in the studies aforementioned [5,
10] are designed to aid companies which already operate
on a collaborative basis, such as supply chain and inter-
operating businesses. This article’s efforts are to stress the
positive outcomes of forming businesses alliances with
companies that are not directly doing business together,
but could well profit from doing so. Companies willing to
join forces with diagonally operating businesses can ex-
trapolate their responsibilities to reach previously un-
tapped market and audience. Examples of said outcomes
are further detailed in the upcoming sections.

4 Business relationships

In order to understand how blockchain can impact on business
alliances, a few collaborative business models are introduced
next to supply enough context for the reader to comprehend
how elastic blockchain can be when addressing different busi-
ness scenarios.

Due to blockchain’s high levels of adaptability, it can ben-
efit virtually every business relationships, whether those rela-
tionships are vertical or horizontal.

Fig. 3 How smart contracts are triggered and executed on a valid transaction
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– Vertical - In a vertical relationship setting businesses
have often a supplier-customer relationship [21]. It means
that businesses require products or services from other
companies to deliver a final product to their customers.

– Horizontal - Horizontal relationships between businesses
usually mean competing companies [21]. Horizontal re-
lationships are related to common ground companies that
cater to a similar target audience. This is where business
alliances can be formed, acting together for the customers
benefits as well as their own. This paper is most signifi-
cant for horizontal relationships.

– Diagonal - Companies sometimes require services from
other companies that do not operate in the same business.
Diagonal relationships are relationships where companies
are not directly related to other companies, but can impact
them nevertheless.

Whether companies have horizontal, vertical or both kinds
of relationship, the overall goal is the same: generate value for
the target audience. When it comes to value creation, collab-
orative relationships can have different outcomes on
organizations.

A sharing collaborative business model creates value by
fusing matching capabilities in order to achieve a broader
scale [9]. This is the case where companies with common
clients (horizontal relationship) come together to improve cus-
tomer satisfaction. It is worth noting that companies that share
the same customers are not necessarily competitors. For in-
stance, coffee shops and fine dinning restaurants both work on
the food industry - they may share customers but they are not
direct competitors.

Now, a complementary collaborative business model
comes from companies working together to generate value
that would be nonexistent should they work alone [9].
Combining different businesses with different purposes is
where prime opportunities tend to arise. Although usually
harder to integrate, complementary services have a more
high-risk, high-reward feeling to it.

Other collaborative models exits, but given this paper’s
scope only the two aforementioned are relevant. In the
following section collaborative blockchain use cases are
described to provide a better picture of how collaborative
businesses can take advantage of the blockchain
technology.

5 Collaborative blockchains

In the following sub-sections, a couple of studies are reviewed
to show how blockchain, specially permissioned blockchain,
in real business scenarios reveals itself as a quite well-rounded
solution for integrating businesses.

5.1 Social responsibility use case

The first scenario to be examined is the one described in Bedin
et al.’s study [4] where, in an effort to drastically reduce en-
ergy disconnections and improve customer satisfaction, a lo-
cal utility company aims to integrate and work in close part-
nership with assistance programs able to aid customers having
difficulty in paying their electricity bills.

A contributing factor to disconnections being carried
through is that clients are not aware of the existence of assis-
tance programs they might be eligible for. In addition to that,
the process of requesting assistance from one of the available
programs is a lengthy and wearying endeavor. By the time the
study was conducted, the process required paper copies of
delayed bill warnings, in person visits to assistance programs
through appointments and long request response wait times.

In this environment, the assistance program’s aid is a pre-
requisite service for the electricity service to remain active.
Figure 4 illustrates the comparison between the current sce-
nario (4.a) in contrast to the scenario generated with
blockchain (4.b). Permissioned blockchain can be adopted to
act as a fast lane bridge between customers in need and assis-
tance programs. In a blockchain network containing the ener-
gy providing company, its customers information and multi-
ple partner assistance programs. On top of expediting the
whole process, in a permissioned blockchain environment
customers would become aware of which participating assis-
tance programs they are eligible for through smart contracts
and could act on it by requesting assistance. Requesting assis-
tance through the network would result in significantly re-
duced request-response time considering that the process of
sorting out which customer is qualified to which program
would be automated in accordance with each program’s eligi-
bility criteria. Following that reasoning, the only remaining
step on the entire process would be the assistance program
approving or denying its support.

Assistance programs are positioned diagonally in regards
to an energy provider, meaning that assistance programs are
not in the business of providing electricity for their customers
and the energy provider cannot provide financial support to
their clients. On the same note, assistance programs often have
a wider range of services other than just offering financial aid
towards delayed electricity bills. That being said, those com-
panies would collaborate in a complementary regime, where
the utility company would direct customers in need to assis-
tance programs. Such programs would respond by ensuring
that the utility receives the correct payment for the services
provided to their customers while granting uninterrupted en-
ergy services.

Permissioned blockchain allows for a swift integration be-
tween non-related business, removing technical barriers and
speeding up relevant information exchange, making it a reli-
able fit for business relationships such as the one described.
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5.2 One-stop-shop use case

In another business setting, companies that provide essen-
tial services often share the same body of clients. For
example, all households requires gas, electricity, water
and garbage collection at the very least. Additional non-
essential services contracted for a household are often
internet, phone and cable. All the services listed are pro-
vided to a single household, often enough assigned to the
same person. In that regard, all the companies providing
the services share the very same customer. Said customer
has to individually contact every single company to obtain
their services. From the client’s perspective, the ideal sit-
uation would be to request all services required for its
household through a single platform, in other words, a
one-stop-shop. This would allow the customer’s informa-
tion to reach all contractors effortlessly in order to avoid
filling out multiple very similar applications.

Blockchain accommodates the described one-stop-shop
scenario smoothly. Figure 5 demonstrates how horizontally
disposed companies can work together for their own interests
as well as their client’s. In a permissioned blockchain network,
multiple essential and non-essential businesses can partner up
to access shared customer information as required. The infor-
mation can be appended on the blockchain by any of its par-
ticipants, making it possible for the body companies in charge
of providing services requested by said customer to do so
without delay.

The one-stop-shop is a shining example of how hori-
zontally related businesses can expand their reach when
collaborating. With the introduction of an alliance, busi-
nesses can benefit of having clients introduced to their
services that would otherwise be unknown to them. The
one-stop-shop has a predictable value creation for their
participants and users, with little to no downsides for the
involved parties.

Fig. 4 Comparison of service delivery in a traditional setting (a) and through a permissioned blockchain (b)
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6 Conclusions

Blockchain is a multifaceted tool that can adapt to fit a great
variety of purposes. Although most blockchain applications
emphasize cryptocurrency and related financial technology, a
plethora of other sectors remain fairly untouched by it. There
is no reason to believe that organizations that work closely
together would not benefit from operating within a
permissioned blockchain setting provided that the transparen-
cy and security traits of blockchain can profoundly and posi-
tively impact the trust relationship between them.

Blockchain technologies can bring many value and bene-
fits to companies, such as: secure transactions for collabora-
tive business among them without costly billing systems
changes; it streamlines business process for better, timely
and lower cost customer experience; and ultimately can be a
key element to enable smart city transactions to integrate end-
user services in near real-time.

This study focused on demonstrating how companies can
benefit from using blockchain to consolidate alliances with oth-
er businesses regardless of the business relation orientation
among them. This allows companies to explore new audiences
and possible clients that were once unreachable when doing
isolated business. Blockchain, and specially permissioned
blockchain, is flexible enough to accommodate differently re-
lated businesses. It can keep the technicalities of consolidating a
network with multiple participants to a minimum, drastically
reducing implementation downtime. The benefits described
here seek to encourage companies to cooperate and prosper
altogether ensuring that trust gaps among companies can be
filled with the consensus protocol in blockchain networks.

Presented here were real-world scenario approaches illustrat-
ing the use of permissioned blockchain to collaborate with other
businesses for their common benefit regardless of the business

relationship between them. It highlights how working together
with recognizable parties is paramount to better serve their cli-
ents However, businesses are often reluctant to cooperate be-
cause disclosing operational information can be seen as a threat
rather than an opportunity for growth. This paper aims to foster
the idea of using blockchain as a means to securely unveil
information with other companies to mature and progress col-
lectively, as well as introduce the idea of blockchain being an
inviting and promising environment for businesses. Because a
blockchain can centralize customer information, it can become
a single means of access to such data, preventing customers of
redundantly disclosing private information.

Finally, when it comes to business, use cases and history
tends to dictate how to act on special situations. Business
blockchains, although progressively more popular, still runs
short of varied business circumstances. As a consequence of
business blockchain growing notoriety that is expected to
change. A systematic review and modernization of business
models using blockchain is expected for industries to stay up
to date on how to better work with it.

In terms of future work, the proof of concepts presented
here could be implemented in a real business scenario to
uncover non-trivial possibilities, allowing additional sce-
narios to be invest igated in order to emphasize
blockchain’s ups and downsides even further. As value
creation on diagonally related business is difficult to an-
ticipate, numerous scenarios could be analysed on an em-
pirical basis to ascertain yet hidden potential.
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Fig. 5 One-stop-shop use case. In
stage 1, the client yields its
information to any of the service
providers in a business
blockchain. In stage 2, upon the
client’s request, any or every
service provider within the
network can now deliver their
services to the client
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